Barriers to Colon Cancer Screening in South and South East Asia
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Abstract

Background: Colorectal cancer (CRC) screening has been shown to reduce the incidence of CRC and is now standard of care in the West.

Aim: To assess CRC screening practices among gastroenterologists in South and South East Asia.

Methods: Gastroenterologists from South and South East Asia attending the International Gastroenterology and Hepatology Forum in Yangon, Myanmar in November 2012 were surveyed regarding their CRC screening practices.

Results: The 67 gastroenterologists were from the following countries: Pakistan 24, Sri Lanka 2, Myanmar 24, Philippines 9, Laos 4, and Cambodia 4. National programs for CRC screening do not exist in any of the countries studied. The incidence of CRC is not known in any of these countries. The following obstacles to CRC screening in their countries were cited: lack of awareness about CRC 60%, lack of resources 70%, lack of local data about CRC 28%, and lack of patient acceptance for CRC screening 27%. Of those who said that lack of resources was an obstacle to CRC screening in their country, the lack of the following resources were cited: money 61%, doctors 17%, and facilities 30%. 31% of the gastroenterologists surveyed practiced some form of CRC screening in their own practices.

Conclusions: Based on this sample of gastroenterologists representing six countries from the region, there appears to be limited CRC screening in South and South East Asia. Issues relating to lack of local data, lack of awareness, and lack of resources (money, trained doctors, facilities) limit CRC screening in this region.

Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the fourth leading cause of cancer death worldwide [1]. CRC screening has been shown to reduce the incidence of CRC [2-5]. CRC screening is now standard of care in the West and is endorsed by, amongst others, the United States Preventive Services Task Force and the Council of the European Union [6,7].

There are very limited data pertaining to CRC and CRC screening from South and South East Asia. The objective of this study was to assess CRC screening practices among gastroenterologists in South and South East Asia.

Methods

This study was conducted by surveying gastroenterologists from South and South East Asia attending the International Gastroenterology and Hepatology Forum (IGHF) in Yangon, Myanmar in November 2012. The IGHF is a forum created to bring together Gastroenterology and Hepatology faculty, practitioners, and trainees from different countries in the region on a single platform to exchange ideas, learn from one another, and build ties in order to improve the state of gastrointestinal and liver healthcare and research in their respective countries.

Using a questionnaire, demographic and practice data were collected including age, gender, type of practice setting and number of years in practice. Gastroenterology trainees were excluded. Questions were asked about national CRC screening programs, local CRC epidemiological data, and personal CRC screening practices. Finally, the gastroenterologists were questioned regarding perceived barriers to CRC screening in their respective countries.

The study was approved by our Institutional Review Board.

Results

67 gastroenterologists were included in this study. 69% (46) were male. 69% (46) were in academic practice. The doctors were from the following countries: Pakistan 24 (36%), Sri Lanka 2 (3%), Myanmar 24 (36%), Philippines 9 (13%), Laos 4 (6%), and Cambodia 4 (6%). The doctors have been in practice for a time ranging from 1 to 30 years.

National programs for CRC screening do not exist in any of the countries studied. Furthermore, the incidence of CRC is not known in any of these countries. 31% (20) of the gastroenterologists surveyed practiced some form of CRC screening in their own practices.

When asked about obstacles to CRC screening in their countries, the following reasons were cited: 1. Lack of awareness about CRC 60% (40), 2. Lack of resources 70% (47), 3. Lack of...
local epidemiologic data on CRC 28% (19), and 4. Lack of patient acceptance for CRC screening 27% (18). Of those who said that lack of resources was an obstacle to CRC screening in their country, the lack of the following resources were cited: 1. Money 61% (29), 2. Doctors 17% (8), and 3. Facilities 30% (20).

Discussion

This study shows that the South and South East Asia region has fallen behind global trends in colorectal cancer screening. National programs for CRC screening do not exist in the countries surveyed in this study. Epidemiologic data is lacking or nonexistent. Multiple obstacles have been identified in this study including lack of local data, awareness, and resources.

A basic prerequisite for any screening program is knowledge of the incidence and prevalence of the disease in question. Only after knowing the incidence and prevalence of a particular cancer can one consider screening practices and then study the effects of such interventions. Without basic epidemiologic data, any screening program is unjustifiable because the benefits of such programs would be untestable. The gastroenterologists surveyed in this study report a lack of basic epidemiologic data regarding CRC in the region.

Gastroenterologists and Gastroenterology societies in these countries need to make a strong effort to conduct epidemiologic studies to gather this data, after which they can develop guidelines for screening that meet local requirements, taking into account local resources. The Asia Pacific Working Group on Colorectal Cancer is trying to promote CRC screening in the Asia Pacific region by publishing data on adenoma frequency and by developing CRC screening guidelines [8,9]. Unfortunately, in both published colonoscopy polyp studies and guidelines, South Asia is not represented and South East Asia is underrepresented. It is hoped that their future projects will rectify this.

Apart from the lack of epidemiologic data, other identified obstacles to CRC screening in the region include a lack of awareness about CRC, lack of resources, and a lack of patient acceptance for CRC screening. Each of these obstacles requires further study. For example, in the United States, studies have shown that women of Chinese origin and women of Muslim faith demonstrate resistance to CRC screening but for different reasons [10,11].

Based on this sample of gastroenterologists representing six countries from the region, there appears to be limited CRC screening in South and South East Asia. Issues relating to lack of local data, lack of awareness, and lack of resources (money, trained doctors, facilities) limit CRC screening in this region.
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